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Remotely controlled laboratories in educational institutions are gaining popularity at an exponential rate due to the multidimensional benefits they provide. The Virtual Instrument Systems in Reality (VISIR) project by Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) Sweden has successfully implemented remotely controlled laboratories, with remotely controlled real instruments and experimental setups. Currently these laboratories provide students the opportunity
to conduct experiments in the field of electronics, antenna theory and mechanical vibration
measurements. In this paper a prototype system of a remotely controlled laboratory for active
noise control (ANC) is introduced. The proposed lab will focus on addressing the problem of
a ventilation duct noise. The laboratory is informative and to a great extent introduces a student to the general steps in ANC when it is suggested as a plausible solution for a noise problem. The student can perform an investigation concerning feasibility of active control, design,
configuration and implementation of an active control system. The laboratory is based on a
modern and relevant DSP platform with the corresponding software development environment controlled remotely. In addition, it may be utilized remotely both for lab assignments in
acoustics courses and digital signal processing courses.

1.

Introduction

Laboratory experiments can be categorized into three basic types namely development, research, and educational or instructional1. Educational laboratory experiments are essential in successful education both in engineering and non engineering studies. In engineering disciplines, laboratory experiments may enable students to acquire knowledge of nature beyond theory. Laboratory
experiments provide a platform for the students to the technical challenges of future professional
life 1,2. Therefore, since the early days of engineering education laboratory experiments are considered as an essential part of engineering curricula 1,3.
The developments in Information Technology during the past two decades have influenced
the education sector as well. Extensive use of computers and communication technology has introduced new dimensions to class room teaching. The term "distance education" seems to be irrelevant
in the era of Internet and web tools. Educational laboratory experiments have also adopted these
technological developments widely. Software such as computer aided design (CAD), modelling and
simulation tools and hardware in the form of data acquisition modules, Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) training kits and emulators are an integral part of modern laboratory setups. Accreditation
boards such as Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET), USA have set forth
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certain goals and objective for laboratory experiments 1,4. In the light of these objectives an engineering student must work on real systems and instruments. Therefore the use of afore mentioned
tools particularly the simulation tools have created a debate among educators whether Instructional
laboratories still fulfil their educational objectives 1. Apart from these objectives the results of simulation depend upon the models based on mathematical equations. Most of the natural phenomena
are not simple, e.g. nonlinearities make them difficult to be modelled for simulation and usually
more simplified versions are used. Although today's powerful computers are for instance capable of
precisely modelling and simulating the existing nonlinear physical real world models, still there are
limitations. CAD tools such as Finite Element Modelling (FEM) require substantial amount of time
for modelling, etc. which might be unsuitable for the limited duration of instruction labs. Therefore
simulators and CAD tools no doubt an excellent complement in analysis and design, however fail to
satisfy the needs of an engineering student 5. In addition the demand for skilled professionals is on
the rise and the universities have to cope with the thousands of new students 6. Contrary to these
facts the budget for education is successively decreasing and thus the universities have either to
reduce or live with the already scarce resources. This situation may result in a greater challenge for
smaller institutions. There is also another important fact although ignored, is that usually there are
three to four labs for a single course. These limited lab sessions only cover selected topics of a
course. The main reason is the limited resources and equipments. The concept of remote laboratories seems to be a good solution for all these problems. The benefits of remote labs are multidimensional and are discussed thoroughly in 7,8,9. They provide students with hands on experience on real
hardware and systems similar to a traditional laboratory, however, in a more flexible and safer way.
The institutions can afford to reduce the costs per student/equipment without compromising on the
quality of education as remote labs can be utilized 24/7. Smaller institutes around the world can
share expensive equipments remotely. Interested students can cover a greater extent of their course
work by utilizing laboratory resources of other institute at his/her comfort that are not available at
his/her own institute.
The development of remote laboratories started with the advent of Internet 9. Several institutions across the globe have developed remote laboratories based on different architectures and technologies 6,9,10,11,12,13,14. Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) Sweden started its work on remote
labs from a feasibility study in 1999, and the virtual instruments in reality (VISIR) project in
200615. The aim of the VISIR project was to develop an open source common platform such that the
physical equipments located at different universities forms the nodes of a grid 16. Several universities adopted the VISIR platform and developed their own remote labs and carried on integration of
other architectures e.g. iLab Shared Architecture (ISA) from Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT) 17,18,19.
1.1 Importance of remote ANC laboratories
Active control and analysis of noise and vibration is an attractive field both for academia and
industry. These areas require a solid theoretical background supported by extensive knowledge concerning measurement, analysis and control of real world systems. The department of Electrical Engineering at BTH not only conducts several courses in the area such as sound and vibration analysis, experimental modal analysis and adaptive signal processing but also has a substantial research
activities in these areas 20,21. A vital part of the courses i.e. the laboratory experiments are performed by traditional labs with signal analyzers, sensors, etc. supported by modelling, simulation
and analysis software in limited time scheduled sessions. However, active control and analysis of
noise and vibration requires substantial hands on experience on real instruments and physical systems for complete understanding as well as future employment. In order to complement the existing
traditional laboratory a remote laboratory for vibration analysis of mechanical structures, the third
by BTH has been developed 22. The success of the current remote laboratories at BTH and the lack
of ANC experiments provided inspiration to the development of a remotely controlled laboratory
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for ANC experiments. The proposed remote laboratory will enable students to experiment with real
instruments and systems instead of simulation.
ANC is generally a vast field but the basic concepts of applying active control algorithms are
similar in many applications. The scalability and collaboration with other institutes led us to apply
ANC to noise produced in ventilation ducts. In order to cope with the objectives and curricular requirements the laboratory setup is designed to be informative and give the students a more realistic
feeling of the real instruments and systems.

2.

Remote ANC Laboratory Setup

The remote ANC laboratory proposed in this paper inherits the client/server architecture from
the VISIR project 15.The laboratory setup can be divided into the following main blocks as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the remotely controlled ANC system.

2.1 Duct, speakers and microphones
The ANC experimental setup consists of a circular ventilation duct 4m in length with an inner
diameter of 315mm. The ventilation noise or primary noise is produced by a speaker (Fostex
6301B3) placed at one end of the duct. The anti-noise is produced by a similar speaker placed at the
other end of the duct. The noise is measured by low cost battery powered Integrated Electronics
Piezo Electric (IEPE) microphones (VM-6052-5382). The experimental setup is aimed at single
channel feed forward ANC system 23 utilising one reference microphone measuring the reference
signal and one error microphone measuring the error signal for the controller that processes the
adaptive algorithms. However the experimental setup in the presented work provides the possibility
of selecting one out of four microphones in the duct as reference microphone. This arrangement
emphasises the importance of positioning the reference microphone based on the acoustical properties of the duct and the range of frequencies that has to be cancelled by the ANC system.
2.2 Controller and signal conditioning module
The ANC algorithms are implemented on a Texas instruments (TI) DSP (TMS320C6713) and
will be called as controller in the subsequent text. The signals to and from the DSP (controller) are
3
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conditioned by anti-aliasing filters/amplifiers USBPGF-S1/L from Alligator Technologies. The analog to digital and digital to analog conversion are achieved through a 16-bit daughter card module
(S. Module 16-100) from SEMATIC, connected to the DSP board by mini-bus interface.
2.3 Telemanipulator (Switching Matrix)
In traditional ANC experiments different system configurations are required for performing
various experiment steps. This involves manual changing of the electrical connections among microphones, speakers and data acquisition module. Changing the electrical connections is a challenging task in remotely controlled laboratories. In the proposed work this task is achieved by a telemanipulator, i.e. a switching matrix developed under VISIR 15. In addition to the flexible connections
the switching matrix is also used to control if the experimental setup is appropriate or not, and
hence preventing any serious damage to the equipments.
2.4 Signal analyzer
The analysis of the control and measurement signals is carried out by a four channel dynamic
signal analyzer (HP36570A). The signal analyzer is connected to the server via General Purpose
Interface Bus (GPIB). The user can access the signal analyzer in a Flash front end through the client
interface discussed in Section 3.6. The analyzer may be used both for analysis of the signals as well
as to excite the primary noise speaker. It enables e.g. students to analyze spectra like power spectral
density (PSD), frequency response of the ventilation duct, coherence, cross-correlation etc normally
encountered in ANC experiment.
2.5 Measurement and equipment server
The measurement and equipment server acts as a link between the Internet and ANC laboratory equipment. All the control, communication and development software are hosted on the server.
The actual hardware setup and the server are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Remote ANC Laboratory hardware setup.

2.6 Client interface
The client interface shown in Figure 3. for the remote ANC laboratory is divided into two
modules, one for measurement and configuration of ANC system and signals while the other one is
for remote development and debugging of ANC algorithms implemented on DSP.
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2.6.1 Measurement and configuration module
The measurement and configuration client interface is developed using HTML and
JavaScript. The graphical interface facilitates students in configuring the ANC system, amplifiers
and filter modules. The HTML graphical interface provides the students with a schematic view of
the experimental setup. The Flash front end of the dynamic signal analyzer basically gives the students a similar experience as in the case of using the real equipment in the laboratory.

Figure 3. Client side interface of the remote ANC Lab

2.6.2 Remote development and debugging
In order to have a complete understanding of ANC algorithms in the DSP, the student must be
able to program and debug the DSP from client side. This feature is provided by a LabVIEW based
user interface. The remote development environment (RDE) facilitates students to program and
debug the source code identical to the Code Composer Studio (CCS) integrated development environment (IDE) by TI used on campus. Students can implement, debug and test various ANC algorithms. This feature can also be utilized for training on DSP which makes the laboratory useful for
courses in digital signal processing.
The RDE has provisions for plotting the variables during the execution of the algorithm on
DSP. Such plotting is provided to facilitate the students to observe e.g. the convergence of adaptive
filter coefficients during system identification and instantaneous error from error microphone. The
client interface provides the option for saving data from the graphs. In real time execution of ANC
systems, the algorithms have to be tested for various values of parameter settings. For this purpose
the RDE provides interface for memory read and write operation during run-time of the DSP. Thus
the client interface provides a flexible environment to perform a complete set of ANC experiments.

3.

Performing the ANC experiment remotely

The preliminary experimental setup addresses single channel feed forward ANC applied to
noise produced in a ventilation duct. The experimental setup enables students to perform all important steps in an ANC experiment in a more flexible manner. The experimental procedure follows the
schematic diagram shown Figure 4. The reference microphone senses the noise in the duct and provides a reference signal x(n) to the adaptive FIR filter and the signal x(n) is filtered using the forward path estimate F’ to provide the control algorithm’s coefficient adjustment algorithm with an
adequate reference signal XF’(n). The error signal e(n) for the control algorithm is sensed by the
5
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error microphone, positioned close to the anti-noise speaker in the duct, while the control signal
y(n) generated by the algorithm is fed to the control speaker to cancel the noise present in the duct.
The control signal y(n) is filtered using the feedback path estimate B’ to get the output signal XB’(n)
which is subtracted from the input reference signal x(n) to remove acoustic feedback effect.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram for a single channel feed forward ANC system in the remote ANC lab.

3.1 Signal conditioning
Conditioning of the input and output signals to and from the DSP is an important procedure in
performing ANC experiments. The signals from the microphones are weak and susceptible to high
frequency noise. To avoid aliasing and utilize the full dynamic range of the ADC, etc. the signals
are band limited and amplified by the filter/amplifier modules USBPGF-S1/L. Both the gain and
cut-off frequency of the filter/amplifier modules can be configured remotely through the client interface.
3.2 System identification
Key part of the feed forward ANC systems is the forward path or control path. The control
signal path from the Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), low pass filter, amplifier, anti-noise
speaker, acoustic path, error microphone, low pass filter, amplifier and Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC) form the forward path. To estimate the forward path an identification signal, in this case a
band limited random noise within the frequency range [0-200] Hz may be used to excite the physical forward path. The output from the forward path may be used as desired signal to an adaptive
algorithm controlling an adaptive FIR filter. The aim of the adaptive algorithm in this case is to
minimize the mean square error between the adaptive filter’s output signal and the desired signal.
After convergence of the adaptive filter the resulting FIR filter forms an estimate of the forward
path.
During active control of noise, the noise generated by anti-noise speaker is also detected by
the reference microphone, known as acoustic feedback. The feedback path from DAC, low pass
filter, amplifier, anti-noise speaker, acoustic path, reference microphone, low pass filter, amplifier,
ADC may be estimated and hence this estimate may be utilised as a feedback neutralization filter in
the digital domain using DSP. The estimates obtained during forward path and feedback path estimation using RDE can be compared with the corresponding cross-correlation function estimated
with the aid of the signal analyzer. Thus with the combination of the two client interfaces i.e. measurement and configuration and RDE students can cross check their estimates.
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3.3 Operating frequency range
The single channel feed forward ANC system’s feed forward transfer path shown in Figure 4.
is assumed to be linear. However in reality the feed forward transfer path may not be linear. Coherence function estimate between the reference and error microphone signals as well as frequency
response function estimate produced for different excitation signals, etc. may be used to investigate
the transfer path’s properties. The frequency response function may also be used to estimate the
resonant frequencies of the duct. By using the measurement information from coherence and frequency response function respectively a suitable operating frequency range for ANC may be selected.

4.

Results

The remote ANC laboratory provides a similar functionality to that of a traditional ANC laboratory. All the required signals can be observed and analyzed using the signal analyzer at the client
side. The laboratory can be accessed at http://194.47.149.140:8086/testANC/testANCVer5.html.
Some of the important results during the different steps of an ANC experiment are shown in Figure
5.

Figure 5. Screen shots of the signal analyzer while performing experiment in the remote ANC lab.

5.

Summary and conclusion

A remotely controlled ANC laboratory setup capable of performing the important steps for the
design and implementation of in ANC system is presented. The proposed laboratory is scalable and
can be used for different courses ranging from upper secondary school to university level. The main
focus of the presented work is on performing ANC experiments by controlling real equipments and
hardware through remote computers 24/7. Students are exposed to the real world technical challenges not possible with simulation tools. The proposed ANC laboratory can be extended to include
multi-channel ANC experiments.
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